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"Georgia on My Mind" (H. Carmichael, arr. A. Ligotti)

Processional
“Pomp and Circumstance” (E. Elgar)

Welcome
David E. Shipley
Dean and Professor of Law
Kevin J. McDonough
President, Class of 2002

Presentation of Class Gift
Christopher M. Rosselli
Gift Chair, Class of 2002

Remarks
James P. Smith ('81)
President, Law School Alumni Association

Introduction of Faculty and Presentation of Awards
Paul M. Kurtz
Associate Dean and J. Alton Hosch Professor of Law

Introduction of Speaker
Ryan P. Reavis
Vice-President, Class of 2002

Address
The Honorable Larry D. Thompson
Deputy Attorney General United States Department of Justice

Remarks
David E. Shipley

Presentation of Master of Laws Candidates
Gabriel M. Wilner
Associate Dean and Executive Director of Dean Rusk Center-International, Comparative & Graduate Legal Studies, and Kirbo Professor of International Law

Conferring of Degrees
Michael F. Adams
President, University of Georgia

Presentation of Juris Doctor Candidates
Ronald L. Carlson
Callaway Professor of Law
Honorary Marshal
Dan T. Coenen
Hosch Professor of Law
Honorary Marshal

Recessional
“Washington Post March” (J. Sousa)
MASTER OF LAWS
2001-2002 Academic Year

Anabelle Maria D’Souza
Jose Ulises Gomez-Nolasco
Stéphanie C. Grenier
Nanwandi Hamanyanga
Folkerd Kampert
Nuran Kerimov
Myungsik Kim
Daryana Iscrenova Korzec
Michael Menz
Dorcas Buseba Mulira
Emeka Bede Obasi, Sr.
BuIke Okenu
Abena Agapomnaa Ori-Prempeh
Laurie Paterson
Yunling Wu
Shouhua Yu

JURIS DOCTOR
Spring Semester Candidates
May 18, 2002

Charles Patrick Aaron
Cynthia Sainit Adams
David Winston Adams
Juliet Elizabeth Aldridge
Sandia Crowe Almy
Oshia Michelle Anderson
Jennifer Faith Arndt
Christopher Huse Atkinson
Joyce C. Babu
Arthur Bryan Baer
Drew Dumont Baiter
Stephanie Elizabeth Baker
John Joseph Banaghan
Ashley Tanese Barnett
Ramona Murphy Barco
Nancy E. Baumgartner
Brandi Elizabeth Bell
Sondra Aleshia Bell
Michael Allen Bertelson
Kevin James Biron
Aretha Venyke Blake
Daniel Aaron Blumenthal
Michael Alan Boeschen
Brennan Wyatt Bolt
Leah Louise Brousard
Dustin Thomas Brown
Emily Claudine Brown
Peggy Lynnette Brown
Grant Cox Buckley
Garnetta DeElesia Burns
Jameson Cory Campbell
Claudia Patricia Campo
Michael James Cates
Jennifer Laura Chapman
John Cambron Clark
Christopher Booth Coakley
Daniel Brent Cochran
Jason Ben Cohen
Joanna Leigh Colabello
Shalena Meloine Cook
Charles Brent Cordell
Kimberly Ann Cox
Henry Nelson Crane, III
Timothy Peter Cummins
Matthew Dennis Daley
Maria Nicole D’Antonio
Edward Philip Denker
Richard George Douglass
James Christopher Driver
Bryan Allen Dykes

Lawrence Albert Edell, II
Robyn Wilensky Farmer
Stacey Sexton Farrell
Chyvaun Janes Ferguson
Erik M. Figlio
Darren Edward Gaynor
John Eric Getry
Joseph John Gleason
Andrew Evan Goldner
Melissa Leigh Gross
Ashley Ann Hafman
Jeanie Renee Hall
Julie Capri Hall
Byron Alan Hammond
Brannon Stevens Hancock, Jr.
Claire Margaret Hanlon
Jennifer Marie Harben
Amy Keye Hargrave
Katherine Lynn Harris
Keshawn Michael Harry
Ronald Paul Hart, III
Thomas Harold Hawk, III
Carlton Todd Hayes
Holly Page Hayes
Karen Hazazz
Matthew Sean Healey
Christi Elizabeth Henson
Jason Daniel Hergenroether
Lee Hicks
Jeffrey Gregory Higgins Yali
Kylie Anne Higgins
Erika Marie Hill
Rishi Rajan Hingoraney
Brian Thomas Holmes
Gretchen Marca Holt
Paul H. Hotch kiss
David Edward Howard
Dylan Wilson Howard
Jenny Huang
Rachelle Denise Hunter
Elizabeth Allison Ivey
Drake William Jeffries
Jenna E. Joiner
Felicia Lynnette Jones
Jesse Ovidio Blake
John Frederick Kane
Alex Joshua Kaplan
Benjamin Hyman Kaz
Kelly Dawn Kautz
Brandi Michelle Kells
Chadwick Stewart Kelly
Eric George Kietler
Gavin P. Klein
James Marlon Knox
Melissa Dawn Koehler
Melissa Lynn Kotan
Jennifer Carol Kramarz
George Aron Kurlandchik

Ian Russell Landgreen
James George Lebbos
Sandra Finch Lekan
Daniel Gregory Leopard
Reginald Jermaine Lewis
Laura Kay Linville
Edward Timothy Logan
Travis Scott Lovejoy
Angela Lane Luckett
James Harvey Ludlam
Lea Shav Lyewey
Edward Alexander Marshall
Kelley Michelle Martin
Kyle Latham Martin
Gregory Brooks Mauldin
Keith Andrew Mauriello
Margaret Elizabeth McCluskey
Robert Lee McCorkle, Ill
Jennifer H. McCune
Kevin James McDonough
James Robert McNeill
Emily Hammond Meazell
Wilson Joseph Miguez, Ill
Meredith Michelle Milby
Holly Michelle Miller
Sarah Ann Moore
Kathryn Luise Morris
Marilyn Lee Morrow
Marjorie Louise Morton
John David Mura, Jr.
Peter Brendan Murphy
Jennifer Melissa Napier
Elizabeth Anne NeSmith
Walailux Nehin
Jennifer Marie Nichols
John David Northrup, III
Justin B. O’Dell
John Wayne Olphant, Jr.
William M. Overend
Stephanie Lynn Palmer
Mariclar Elizabeth Parcez
Darius Tanayus Pattillo
Jonathan David Peed
Christopher Dubree Phillips
Jennifer Rebecca Pilot
Daniel Clinton Prigden
Ryan Preston Reavis
Jodi Lyn Rhodea
Caroline Powell Rogers
Christopher Michael Rosselli
Christopher David Rowe
Tiffany Shawne Rowe
Catherine Ann Ryan
Hee Y. Ryu
Nitus Anand Sarthe
Alison Marie Sawyer
Thomas Bruce Sayers
James William Scabrough
Giles Martin Schanen
Jacob Daniel Schert
Matthew D. Schreck
Alexander Nebil Sedki
Jennifer Anne Sekerka
Lindsay Erin Sexton
Lauren Elizabeth Sheridan
Rachel Porter Simpson Shockley
Timothy Michael Silvis
Donald Jason Slider
Kendra L. Smith
Matt Steven Smith
Patrick Henry Smith
Rachel Krauss Smith
Yumi Chang Smith
Charles William Smithterman, III
Paige Michelle Spivey
Robert C. Stanley
Robert Wenyen Stanann
Todd H. Stanton
Heather Charlene Siegel Stern
Amy R. Stewart
Jon Douglas Stewart, Jr.
Brian R. Stimson
Sloan Gabrielle Sussman
Teddy Lee Sutherland
Charlene Renee Swartz
Kevin James Tallant
Sydney Lauren Taylor
Tammy L. Taylor
Dranta Leigh Thomas
Boone Elizabeth Ezel Tinker
Mary Paige Tucker
Leigh Elise Tyson
Jefferson Frisco Upchurch
Deborah Lee Venuto
Brian Conley Vick
Patrick Riley Vincent
Benjamin James Vinson
Bevery Shannon Glover Wallance
Kyle Gregory Anez Wallace
Melanie Regan Wallace
Jeffrey Scott Ward
Megan Kathleen Watkins
Timothy M. Watson
Geneva Louise Weaver
Laura Harriman Wheaton
Nathaniel Cuthbert Wheelwright
Leon Alden Whitcomb
David Timothy White
Benjamin David Wiese
Dylan Emerson Wilbanks
Deborah Abigail Williams
H. Curtis Woodcock, Jr.
Natalie Suzanne Woodward
Anette M. Bergmann Wright
David Magenis Young
Leslie Paige Younkins
SUMMER TERM
GRADUATE
July 16, 2001

FALL SEMESTER
2001 GRADUATES
December 12, 2001

ORDER OF PROCESSIONAL AND RECESSIONAL

Athens-Clarke County Sheriff Ira Edwards, Jr.
School of Law Marshal Marc A. Galvin
Class of 2002 President Kevin J. McDonough
University of Georgia President Michael F. Adams
University of Georgia Provost Karen A. Holbrook
School of Law Dean David E. Shipley
The Honorable Larry D. Thompson
Law School Association Council President Dana B. Miles
School of Law Associate Dean Paul M. Kurtz
School of Law Associate Dean Gabriel M. Wilner
Class of 2002 Vice President Ryan P. Reavis
Class of 2002 Gift Chair Christopher M. Rosselli
Honorary Marshal Ronald L. Carlson
Honorary Marshal Dan T. Coenen
School of Law Faculty
Master of Laws Students
Juris Doctor Students

Music for Graduation Exercises:

The Athens Brass

Al Ligotti, trumpet; Bryan Agan, trumpeter; Barbara Hawman, french horn;
Michael Brewer, trombone, Nick Wagner, tuba.

Rain location: Stegeman Coliseum, University of Georgia
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